
 

Afrihost goes mobile

A recent study found that almost 8 million South Africans connect to the internet using their cellphones, with nearly 2.5
million of those subscribers having no other means of accessing the internet. With the number of internet users expected to
double by 2016, Mobile Broadband is the next logical step for award winning DSL Service Provider, Afrihost.

Afrihost has one vision - to bring Pure Internet Joy to as many people as possible! With this in mind,
Afrihost will be offering affordable internet to the growing number of mobile users in South Africa.

Using MTN's far-reaching mobile network infrastructure (which covers most of the South African population), Afrihost aims
to deliver a precise ninja strike to high mobile data prices, as well as the rigmarole of signing up for inflexible and
complicated Mobile Data contracts.

Afrihost Mobile clients will be able to enjoy a Month-to-Month service policy, as well as an easy and painless RICA
procedure (No more trekking to Outer Mongolia with tons of documents - simply produce your original RICA documents
with copies to the courier when your FREE SIM is delivered).

Afrihost also encourages everyone to give Out-of-Bundle charges a firm boot, as they will be introducing Topups at rates
which are in line with their normal Mobile Data costs!

Best of all, clients will be able to manage their Mobile Data from ClientZone, and it will be as simple as it has always been to
stay on top of their Afrihost Products. Lastly, to sweeten the deal, all Mobile Data packages will be backed by Afrihost's
famous 60 Day Double-Money-Back Guarantee!

Afrihost is inviting consumers to trial the new product, and will be running a competition via Twitter to that effect. 30 Lucky
winners will receive 5GBs of FREE Mobile Data for SIX months, as well as a brand new MiFi Device (Mobile Wireless
Hotspot) worth approximately R1000!!

Anyone can enter the competition by simply tweeting why they should be part of the trial, in accordance with competition
guidelines.

For more information visit the Afrihost Newsroom.
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